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We consider a bounded Rooms and Passages region 
 on which

the negative Neumann laplacian (restricted to the orthogonal

complement of the constant functions) does not have a compact

inverse and hence has an essential spectrum. We try to under-

stand how such spectra may be approximated by results from

a sequence of finite-dimensional problems. Approximations to

this laplacian on finite-dimensional structures have only eigen-

values for spectra. Our strategy is to attempt to discern how

results on increasingly better approximating structures point to

spectral results in the limiting case.

1. INTRODUCTIONThe determination and understanding of spectra oflinear di�erential operators is important in quantummechanics as well as in several areas of mathemat-ics. When an operator on a Hilbert space has acompact self-adjoint inverse, it is well-known that acomplete set of eigenfunctions exists for which thecorresponding eigenvalues form a simple unboundedin�nite sequence. In case such an operator has abounded self-adjoint inverse which is not compact, italso has an essential spectrum. For example, the setof eigenvalues may have a nonzero limit point. Nowto obtain numerical approximations to such spectraone must make �nite-dimensional approximations toboth an operator and to a region on which it acts.Such a �nite-dimensional approximation leads onlyto eigenvalues since essential spectra are impossibleon a �nite-dimensional space. How might eigenvaluepatterns for �nite-dimesional approximations pointto continuous spectra? In this note we make a casestudy of such a phenomenon. For this case studywe choose a spectral problem for the negative Neu-mann laplacian on a `Rooms and Passages' region
 in R2. For this bounded region 
 the Sobolevspace H1;2(
) is not compactly embedded in L2(
)
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302 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3and we will see that the corresponding self-adjointinverse negative Neumann laplacian is not compact.Suppose T is a self-adjoint linear transformationon a Hilbert space H. The spectrum of T consists ofall numbers � so that either T ��I does not have aninverse or else it does but (T � �I)�1 is not a mem-ber of L(H;H). From [Edmunds and Evans 1987,Chapter IX, Theorems 1.3{1.6], one has a divisionof the spectrum into two classes: The �rst set con-sists of all eigenvalues of T with �nite multiplicity;the second set consists of all numbers � for whichthere is a singular sequence, i.e., a sequence fxjg1j=1of unit vectors in H which has no convergent subse-quence and for whichk(T � �I)xjkH ! 0 as j !1.This second set is called the essential spectrum ofT .In [Hempel et al. 1991] it is shown that, given aclosed subset S of [0;1), one may choose a Roomsand Passages or Comb region so that the essentialspectrum of the corresponding negative Neumannlaplacian is precisely S. In the present work wedeal with a single example which is of interest inthe theory of Sobolev embeddings. From the resultsin [Hempel et al. 1991] we are assured that thereis a great variety of possibilities for essential spec-tra. Our code, or one similar, might be used toinvestigate some of these. In particular it would beinteresting to understand how the spectra of �nite-dimensional approximations behave when the essen-tial spectrum being approximated is an interval.
2. BACKGROUND ON GENERAL LAPLACIANSSuppose H is a Hilbert space with norm k � kH , H 0 isa dense linear subspace of H and k � kH0 is a secondnorm de�ned on H 0 such thatkxkH � kxkH0 for x 2 H 0and that H 0 is also a Hilbert space with this secondnorm. There are two linear transformations of in-terest in this setting. The �rst is IH0;H , the identitytransformation considered as a transformation fromH 0 to H. The second transformation is called Mand is described as follows; see [Beurling 1989, page209] or [Neuberger 1997, Chapter 5], for example.

For y 2 H de�ne f 2 H� so thatf(x) = hx; yiH for x 2 H:Denote by g the restriction of f to H 0. Thenjg(x)j = jhx; yiHj � kxkHkykH � kxkH0kykHfor x 2 H 0. Hence there is a unique element z 2 H 0such that g(x) = hx; ziH0 for x 2 H 0:De�ne My = z:From either of the above two references or by aneasy observation one has the following properties ofM :
(i) hMx; yiH = hx;MyiH ; x; y 2 H.
(ii) hMx; yiH0 = hx;MyiH0; x; y 2 H 0.
(iii) jM jL(H;H0) � 1.
(iv) R(M), the range of M , is dense in H.
(v) M�1 exists.One callsM�1 the laplacian associated with the pair(H;H 0).
Theorem. IH0;H is compact if and only if M is com-pact as a member of L(H;H).
Proof. Suppose IH0;H is compact. Denote by fxkg1k=0a bounded sequence in H. Then fMxkg1k=0 is abounded sequence in H 0 and hence it has a conver-gent subsequence in H. Therefore M is compact.Now suppose that M is compact as a member ofL(H;H). Denote by fxkg1k=0 (2–1)a bounded sequence in H 0. We want to show thatthis sequence has a convergent subsequence in H.To this end note that (2{1) is also bounded in Hand hence has a subsequence (also denoted by (2{1))which converges weakly to an element x 2 H. De-note by � a number so thatkxkkH0 � �; for k = 1; 2; : : : :Denote by f'jg1j=0 an orthonormal basis of H con-sisting of eigenfunctions ofM so that its correspond-ing sequence f�jg1j=1 of eigenvalues is a nonincreas-ing sequence converging to 0.
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Neuberger and Renka: Numerical Calculation of the Essential Spectrum of a Laplacian 303Note that if N is a positive integer thenkx� xkk2H = 1Xj=1hx� xk; 'ji2H
� NXj=1hx� xk; 'ji2H + 2 1Xj=N+1hx; 'ji2H+ 2 1Xj=N+1hxk; 'ji2H :Now if each of j and k is a positive integer,hxk; 'jiH = hxk;M'jiH0 = �jhxk; 'jiH0so that 1Xj=N+1hxk; 'ji2H = 1Xj=N+1�2jhxk; 'ji2H0

= 1Xj=N+1�jhxk; �ji2H0 ;
where�j = 'j=k'jkH0 =p�j'j for j = 1; 2; : : :since k'jk2H0 = 1=�j for j = 1; 2; : : : :Then 1Xj=N+1�jhxk; �ji2H0 � �N+1 1Xj=N+1hxk; �ji2H0
� �N+1 1Xj=1hxk; �ji2H0 = �N+1kxkk2H0 � �N+1�2:

Now suppose that " > 0. Pick N such that2�N+1�2 < "=3and 2 1Xj=N+1hx; 'ji2H < "=3:
Pick N 0 so that if k > N 0 thenhx�xk; 'ji2H � "=(3N) for j = 1; 2; : : : ; N:Then kx� xkk2H < " for k > N 0:Hence fxkg1k=1 converges in H to x. �

3. ROOMS AND PASSAGES REGIONFor 
 a bounded region in R2, take H = L2(
) andH 0 to be the Sobolev space H1;2(
) (see [Adams1975; Edmunds and Evans 1987] for background onSobolev spaces). Denote by M the transformationassociated with the pair (H;H 0) as above. We areinterested in a numerical indication of the spectrumof M in a case where 
 is chosen so that M is notcompact. We actually present approximations tothe spectrum of M�1� I (which corresponds to theclassical negative Neumann laplacian).Our region of interest is a Rooms and Passages do-main taken from [Edmunds and Evans 1987, p. 272].It is a connected bounded region consisting of aunion of in�nitely many squares fRkg1k=1 (rooms)and in�nitely many rectangles fPkg1k=1 (passages)arranged in an alternating series. The heights ofR1, P1, R2, P2, R3, . . . are 1, �, �2, �3, �4, . . . , thewidths of R1, R2, R3, . . . are 1, �2, �4, . . . , and thewidths of P1, P2, P3, . . . are �3, �9, �15, . . . , where� is chosen to be 2�1=6. All the sides are parallel tothe axes and all the rectangles are centered abouta horizontal line. Theorem 4.21 in [Edmunds andEvans 1987, page 273] asserts that for this region 
,H1;2(
) is not compactly embedded in L2(
), i.e.,that IH0;H is not compact and hence neither is M .In our discretization of 
, we refer to
1 = R1 [ P1 [R2as level 1 and
n = 
n�1 [ Pn [Rn+1as level n for n � 2.
4. RESULTSFigure 1 displays computed values of the smallest12 eigenvalues of the negative Neumann laplacianon each of the �rst seven levels 
1; : : : ;
7. Thevalues are depicted as graphs of the k-th smallesteigenvalue versus level number n for k = 1; : : : ; 12and n = 1; : : : ; 7. Similarly, Figure 2 displays thesmallest six computed eigenvalues on each of the�rst eight levels.For n and k positive integers, denote eigenvalue kon level n by �k;n for the negative Neumann lapla-cian on 
n. We o�er the following hypothesis based
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FIGURE 1. Lowest 12 eigenvalues plotted versus level.
on these graphs and our examination of contourplots of corresponding eigenfunctions.
Hypothesis 1.

1. �(m) = limk!1 �k+m;k exists for m = 1; 2; : : : ,and f�(m)g1m=1 is nondecreasing and unbounded.
2. �k = limn!1 �k;n exists and f�kg is increasing.
3. �0 = limk!1 �k exists.
4. �1 < �2 < � � � < �0 � �(1) � �(2) � � � � .The point �0 appears to be a point of essential spec-trum. Figures 3{8 depict contour plots of the com-puted eigenfunctions associated with �k+1;k � 5:7for k = 1; : : : ; 6. These clearly indicate convergenceas k ! 1. Plots of the eigenfunctions associatedwith �k+2;k � 10:1 (not included here) also indicateconvergence, and we assume that this pattern ap-plies to �k+m;k for all m. Less compelling, but prob-ably true, is the proposition that the eigenfunctionsassociated with �k;n converge to distinct limits asn ! 1 for k = 1; 2; : : : . Our evidence for the case

1412108642 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FIGURE 2. Lowest 6 eigenvalues plotted versus level.

k = 2 is depicted in Figure 9, which we explainnow. Contour plots for the second eigenfunction atvarious levels are similar to those in Figures 3{8 inthat they exhibit symmetry about the centerline,but they di�er greatly in that they show consider-able variation in the smaller passages at higher lev-els. This variation is illustrated in Figure 9 whichcontains centerline plots for eigenfunction 2 at levels1 through 7, the leftmost graph being for level 1, thenext for level 2 and so on. The horizontal axis corre-sponds to distance along the centerline of the region.It seems like these plots point to a singularity at theright end of the full Room and Passage region. It isnot clear to us whether �2 is an eigenvalue or a pointof essential spectrum. If the sequence of eigenfunc-tions for the second eigenvalue converge, as the levelincreases, to an L2 function, then this L2 functionis likely to be an eigenfunction for eigenvalue �2; ifthis sequence of eigenfunctions converges, in somesense, to a function which is not L2 or else does not0:5 1 1:5 2 2:5

FIGURE 3. Eigenfunction 2, level 1.
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FIGURE 4. Eigenfunction 3, level 2.
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FIGURE 5. Eigenfunction 4, level 3.
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FIGURE 6. Eigenfunction 5, level 4.
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FIGURE 7. Eigenfunction 6, level 5.
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FIGURE 8. Eigenfunction 7, level 6.
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FIGURE 9. Eigenfunction 2, Levels 1{7.converge in any reasonable sense, then �2 is almostcertainly a point of essential spectrum. The sameconsiderations apply to �k; k = 1; 2; : : : , but we haveno particular reason to believe that the situation issimilar for all these cases.We o�er the following alternative:
Hypothesis 2.

1. �(m) = limk!1 �k+m;k exists for m = 1; 2; : : : ,and f�(m)g1m=1 is nondecreasing and unbounded.
2. �k = limn!1 �k;n = 0 for all k.According to [Hempel et al. 1991], for some regions,0 is the only point of essential spectrum. Evidencefrom Figure 2 does not, in our judgement, com-pletely preclude this possibility in the present case.
5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUESOur method of �nding eigenvalues and eigenvectorshas its roots in the earlier works [Neuberger andNoid 1987; Lapidus, Neuberger, Renka, and Gri�th1996]. Our computed results are based on an inversepower method with deation and a multigrid/SORlinear system solver. Our code constructs a uni-form rectangular �nite di�erence grid on any regionwhich can be represented as a union of rectangleswith sides parallel to the axes. The standard �ve-point di�erence operator is used to approximate thenegative laplacian. The code allows for zero Dirich-let boundary conditions on an arbitrary portion of

the boundary. We used this capability to more e�-ciently compute the odd eigenfunctions (those withnodal lines on the centerline of 
) by approximatingjust half of the domain.The inverse power method is described as follows.Let T be a symmetric positive de�nite linear trans-formation on R N with eigenvalues0 < �1 � �2 � � � � � �N ;and denote the corresponding sequence of orthonor-mal eigenvectors by fuigNi=1 so that Tui = �iui anduTi uj = �ij for 1 � i; j � N . Then T�1 has eigenval-ues ���1i 	Ni=1 with the same eigenvectors. Since theeigenvectors span R N , an arbitrary vector x0 maybe written x0 = PNi=1 �iui, and m applications ofT�1 to x0 results inT�mx0 =PNi=1 �iT�mui =PNi=1 �i��mi ui= ��m1 ��1u1 +PNi=2 �i (�1=�i)m ui� :If �1 6= 0 and �1 < �2, the above expression (suit-ably scaled) converges to a multiple of the dominanteigenvector u1 as m!1.The power method applied to T�1 consists of solv-ing the sequence of linear systemsTxm+1 = xm for m = 0; 1; : : : ; (5–1)resulting in xm = T�mx0. Approximations to thedominant eigenvalue ��11 are obtained by computing
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Neuberger and Renka: Numerical Calculation of the Essential Spectrum of a Laplacian 307the Rayleigh quotients rm = �xTmT�1xm� = (xTmxm)= xTmxm+1=xTmxm. Using orthogonality of the eigen-vectors, we havexTmxm+1 = nXi=1 �2i��2m�1i and xTmxm = nXi=1 �2i��2mi ;from which it follows thatrm = ��11  �21 +Pni=2 �2i (�1=�i)2m+1�21 +Pni=2 �2i (�1=�i)2m
! : (5–2)Note that this expression converges to ��11 even inthe case of a multiple eigenvalue.To prevent xm from approaching zero (�1 > 1) orgrowing in magnitude (�1 < 1), xm is normalized toa unit vector at each step. The choice of Euclideannorm k � k2 has two advantages over alternatives: itsimpli�es the computation of rm; and it facilitatesthe deation procedure described below.The computational procedure represented by Eq.(5{1) may be used to �nd the k-th eigenvalue bysimply projecting the initial estimate x0 onto theorthogonal complement of the �rst k � 1 eigenvec-tors: x̂0 = x0 � k�1Xi=1 �xT0 ui�ui;so that x̂T0 uj = 0 for j < k. Then, for x0 =Pni=1 �iui, we have xT0 ui = �i andx̂0 = nXi=k �iui;resulting inxm = T�mx̂0 = nXi=k �iT�mui = nXi=k �i��mi ui= ��mk ��kuk +Pni=k+1 �i (�k=�i)m ui� :Thus, provided �k 6= 0, xm= kxmk2 approaches uk(or, in the case of a multiple eigenvalue, it convergesto an eigenvector in the same eigenspace). Further,an expression analogous to (5{2) shows that theRayleigh quotients rm converge to ��1k as m ! 1.In practice, due to numerical considerations, orthog-onality must be maintained by applying the projec-tions at each step or at least periodically. Refer to[Wilkinson 1965] for background on this method.In order to represent the complex geometry of theregions, especially at the higher levels, our initial

grid was necessarily quite �ne. Thus, although thecode allows for an arbitrary number of grid re�ne-ments (using bisection), we based our computationson just two grids. Initial estimates of the eigenvec-tors on the coarse grid were randomly generated,and initial estimates on the �ne grid were obtainedby piecewise bilinear interpolation from the coarse-grid solutions. The method of Successive Overrelax-ation (SOR) [Young and Gregory 1973] was used tosolve the linear systems on the coarse grid, and asequence of multigrid V-cycles [Demmel 1997] withweighted Jacobi smoothing was used on the �negrid.
6. CONCLUSIONIn this note we sought an organized way to get aqualitative and a quantitative understanding of es-sential spectra. Our test case was the negative Neu-mann laplacian on a Rooms and Passage region thatis a member of a multi-purpose family of counterex-amples in the theory of Sobolev embeddings, a sub-ject of great importance in the study of partial dif-ferential equations. Since this laplacian does nothave a compact inverse we were assured of the exis-tence of at least one point of essential spectrum. Wethink we found at least one such point and we haveindicated a sequence f�kg1k=1 any of which might bean eigenvalue or a point of essential spectra.The �rst named author was introduced to phe-nomena surrounding Rooms and Passages regionsby Desmond Evans, one of the authors of [Edmundsand Evans 1987]. From a private communicationfrom Evans (concerning the case study of this note)we quote the following: `. . . we still have no ideaabout the nature of the essential spectrum: does itconsist of one point, or some interval or the wholepositive real axis. . . '. We thank Evans for his fre-quent help but the present authors take full respon-sibility for any misleading inferences we may havemade from our calculations. We do not precludethe possibility of obtaining essential spectra for thiscase study (helping to decide, perhaps, between Hy-potheses 1 and 2) from [Hempel et al. 1991], but wereiterate that the main purpose of this note is theestablishment of a framework for the computationaldetermination of essential spectra.
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